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When Experience And
Knowledge Matters!

About CAD-IT Australia

CAD-IT Australia is committed to
assisting customers in successfully
implementing leading-edge technology
to improve product innovation,
productivity, and quality. Our team
partners with leading technology
companies to provide the best quality
solutions to our clients. We are experts
in the industry and have worked with
many industries from food and beverage,
agriculture, electronics and more. Our
team goes above and beyond for each
client to provide a personalised solution
for their problems. When you partner
with CAD-IT Australia, you will have a
dedicated technical team committed to
improving your processes.

ABOUT US

“

CAD-IT Australia’s vision is clear – to
provide digital solutions for real-world
business challenges. Our aim is to achieve
this by using the latest cutting edge
technologies partnered with superior
services and extensive expertise. When
experience and knowledge matters!
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Our Difference
• Leading-edge technology: We
are experts in implementing and
using innovative industry-leading
technologies to their full potential.
We believe in constant training and
development to stay up to date with
technology changes.
• Experience: Our team is highly
experienced and have worked with
a range of businesses in various
industries. We can identify the best
solution suited to your needs.
• Excellence in customer service: We

strive for customer service excellence
and immerse ourselves in your
business to ensure a ‘win win’ solution.
• Full service and support: When you
partner with CAD-IT Australia, you will
have a dedicated Technical Account
Management team who can offer
quick turnaround solutions.
• International references: With CADIT Australia, you can be assured that
we have delivered multiple projects
and generated double digit business
benefits across a variety of industries.
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OUR
DIRECTORS
GERNOT

KARIN

HERMAN

Gernot Keckeis

Partner, Managing Director
Gernot graduated with a Master of Engineering in
Switzerland with additional studies in economy and
marketing. His early career was dedicated to the design
office and he later found himself in sales and marketing
roles for a variety of manufacturing industries. He has
experience as a Country Manager for PTC and later
joined Novell as Managing Director for Switzerland.
Gernot is passionate about the manufacturing industry
and turning customer requirements into real products.
He loves the smell of the workshop and helping
businesses turn their ideas into a reality. Gernot treats
every client as if it was his own business and goes
above and beyond to help them reach their goals. When
he isnt working, you will find Gernot in his shed working
on his Holden HQ V8 project or out enjoying nature.

Karin Keckeis

Partner, Head of Post-Sales
Karin has a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering and has
been involved in product design and development since
1987. In 1999, she joined PTC and has been working
with their products ever since. Karin has a love for
engineering and implementing leading edge technology.
Her favourite part about her role is helping companies
to optimise their processes and offer innovative
solutions. She provides ongoing support for her clients
by developing positive ongoing relationships. When
Karin is not at work you will find her in her garden,
camping in the bush or riding her Harley.

Herman Haasbroek

Partner, Head of Pre-Sales, Solution Architect
Herman graduated with a degree in Computer Sciences,
started his career as a data scientist and has been
involved in the management of data ever since. He first
encountered product lifecycle management in 2001,
and has since become a PLM Solution Architect. With a
love for information, Herman is passionate about seeing
his clients succeed using CAD-IT Australia’s solutions. In
his spare time, Herman enjoys being out in nature or in
the shed working on a car project.
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WHY WE DO
WHAT WE DO
At CAD-IT Australia we believe can help Australian Manufacturing with
business competitiveness and innovation, we believe our solutions will have
a positive impact on Climate Change and we believe we can help create
new jobs and reduce the workforce skills shortage.
We believe in Australian Manufacturing!

How We Assist

Businesses are facing more economic pressure and uncertainty from the
pandemic, ongoing trade disputes and slowing demands. The ‘new normal’
forces manufacturers to accelerate Industry 4.0 transformations and more
than ever focused on reducing costs, boosting productivity and improving
resilience.

We Can Help With:
• Product Development
• Smart Factory
• Digitally Connected
Workforce
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When you partner with CAD-IT Australia, you will have a dedicated
technical account manager committed to improving your processes. We
will immerse ourselves in your business to identify the pain points and
frustrations in production from start to finish. From there, we will use our
experience in various industries and knowledge of leading-edge technology
platforms to recommend solutions personalised for your situation.
If you want to maximise revenue growth, reduce operational cost and
increase asset efficiency, contact us today to book a free consultation!
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PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

The Problem:
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Pressure is building to clean up digital engineering
- a business transformation is underway. With
innovation accelerating and product complexity
surging, product development is becoming
increasingly more complicated. If you are facing
any of the below issues with your product
development process, CAD-IT Australia can help!
• Lack of visibility: An inability to access product
engineering information early in the product
development process results in designs that
contain manufacturability or compliance
issues. These designs become difficult, timeconsuming or costly to implement.
• Lack of interoperability: Using disconnected
systems and tools used across the product
engineering and manufacturing planning create
product quality risks which can damage brand
reputation
• Lack of processes: Each department uses
individual and isolated processes, which wastes
time and reduces collaboration. This lack of
communication can result in costly or timeconsuming issues or shutdowns.

How We Help:
CAD-IT Australia is expert knowledge providers that can recommend a digital solution
to improve your product development process. We can help you:
• Reduce Time: Improve collaboration and processes to accelerate product launches,
reduce last minute chances, and improve manufacturing efficiency.
• Reduce Costs: Reduce product development costs by improving digital designs,
minimising factory line downtimes and reducing costly errors on the production line.
• Improve Quality: Improve product quality by introducing collaboration between
product engineering and manufacturing planning.
• Increase Revenue: Achieve price premiums for new product launches by getting to
production sooner and producing a higher quality product.
• Ensure Compliance: Utilise quality and compliance management from beginning to
end to ensure visibility and accountability.
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SMART FACTORY

How We Help:
CAD-IT Australia is expert knowledge providers that can recommend a digital solution to
implement a Smart Factory. We can help you:
• Provide real-time insights into operations: Real-time monitoring of production
performance across all assets, lines, and factories can provide real-time results and
insights into operations.
• Asset optimisation: We can help maximise the utilisation of your assets and prevent
unplanned downtime by monitoring quality.
• Increase operator productivity: Increase labour productivity and flexibility by creating
a connected work cell, digital work instructions or augmented remote assistance.

The Problem:
Industry 4.0 and Digital Transformation initiatives are disrupting manufacturing.
Advancements in technology (IoT, AI, AR, Cloud) are changing how data is analysed,
enabling breakthroughs in labour and process optimisation. If you are facing any of the
below issues with your factory, CAD-IT Australia can help!
• Disconnected assets: Using multiple vendors for assets, systems and data result in
inefficient processes.
• Reactive maintenance and unplanned downtime: Being reactive instead of
proactive in maintaining machinery can result in breakdowns or issues.
• Quality issues: A lack of communication and up to date information will result in
quality, compliance and safety issues.
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DIGITALLY CONNECTED
WORKFORCE
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The Problem:

It’s not data, technology or patents. It’s the
operators who run the plant floor - your
workforce. Any hope for increased productivity,
quality or innovation starts with them. If you
are facing any of the below issues with your
workforce, CAD-IT Australia can help!
• Inaccurate work instructions: Non-digital
work instructions such as paper manuals often
result in lost productivity and quickly become
outdated. Operators can waste time searching
for guidance or finding relevant information.
• Lack of time to upskill your workforce: A
typical plant floor requires specialised training
for workers; however this can take time and
be costly. This often results in less workforce
flexibility and innovation.
• Inefficient data tracking: Often operators
rely on pencil and paper to record what is
happening on the plant floor. This can be timeconsuming and result in inevitable human error.

How We Help:
CAD-IT Australia are expert knowledge providers that can recommend a digital
solution to connect your workforce. We can help you:
• Enable faster innovation and upskilling: Digital work instructions can integrate all
the roles and systems into one unified view. This will allow operators to learn multiple systems in one place.
• Eliminate paper and save time: Create digital work instructions that can be updated anytime, are always accurate and provide in-depth context to streamline communication between engineering and manufacturing.
• Automate accurate data capture: Smart tools can allow operators to input data,
monitor machine health and performance in one place. Not only will this increase
efficiency, but data accuracy and safety.
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TECH

M AT T E R S
When Experience And Knowledge Matters!

COMPANY
DETAILS

SUPPORTING
TECHNOLOGIES

CAD-IT Australia is supported by the
larger CAD-IT Global branch. With over
14 offices across the world, CAD-IT Global
is recognised as a key global contributor
in the success of innovation. CAD-IT
Global is proud to have received over 125
awards for entrepreneurship and service
excellence. Together we are committed
to providing world-class solutions to help
our customers improve their business
outcomes through implementing of
innovative technology that’s purposebuild and by building mutually fulfilling
partnerships. When experience and
knowledge matters!

CONTACT

Our Technology
At CAD-IT Australia we use only innovative technology and market-leading software who
helps industrial companies to create value for themselves, their customers, and the world.
Our key partner PTC is consistently ranked a global technology leader in PLM, IoT and
AR. Through a combination of Augmented Reality, Industrial IoT, PLM and CAD solutions,
CAD-IT Australia can help Australian manufacturing companies in Discrete Manufacturing
as well as Process Manufacturing achieve some impressive results.
Our team at CAD-IT Australia can help integrate this technology in your business. We
provide training and ongoing support to ensure you are getting the most out of the
technology. Our goal is to help you succeed by increasing efficiencies and reducing costs.
If you have any further questions about our technology and how to get started, get in
contact with our team today!
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+61 459 797 391

sales@caditaus.com.au

Unit 11/53-57 Link Drive,
Yatala QLD 4207
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“We are a group of experienced knowledge
providers dedicated to delivering digital
enterprise solutions for your business.”

